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Zakes Bantwini has been invited to headline this years Music Mat-
ters Live Festival taking place in Singapore from the 7th – 13th of 
September 2018. Since 2007, Music Matters has pioneered the 
independent festival scene in Asia, creating unparalleled business 
and cultural connections with the rest of the music world. 
“My vision is to bridge the gap between the emerging, dynamic 
markets & to of course develop a fan base in Asia. The territory has 
always intrigued both myself and my management, Music Matters is 
the perfect platform to achieve this” Shares Zakes. 

AMBITIOUZ SIGNS LOYISO  

His recent cover of Amablesser by Mlindo & DJ Maphorisa had 
over 60 000 views on YouTube and over 90 000 views on Twitter 
while his Idols SA top 16 performance still ranks high with over 
250 000 views on YouTube. 
Well-known record label Ambitiouz Entertainment recently signed 
former South African Idols contestant Loyiso Gijana as their artist. 
Loyiso was in season 11 of Mzansi Magic’s Idols where he captured 
souls of many South Africans with his voice but only made it to 
the top 5 when he was just 16 years old. 
After Idols he went on to complete his matric and then later went 
to study Bachelor of Education at Varsity College. Loyiso has since 
dropped out of school and is now perusing his music career full 
time. 



Drake is upset about a lot of things on his new album, Scorpion, but 
commercial performance isn’t one of them: The album obliterated 
first-day streaming records on Spotify and Apple Music and is on its 
way to logging the best streaming week of all time. 
Scorpion earned 170 million Apple Music streams in its first day of re-
lease, Rolling Stone reports. That’s almost double the 89.9 million 
first-day streams Drake logged with his 2017 “playlist” More Life, the 
platform’s former record-holder. His new, 25-track double album also 
accumulated more than  132 million Spotify streams worldwide in its 
24 hours, handily usurping Post Malone’s Beerbongs & Bentleys, 
which previously set the record in April with 78.7 million first-day 
streams. Drake also smashed Post’s stateside record, accumulating 
80.5 million Scorpion streams versus Beerbongs & Bentleys’ 47.9 mil-
lion streams. 
Drake currently occupies 17 of the top 20 slots on Spotify’s Global Top 

50 chart, along with 23 of the top 25 slots on the United States Top 50 

chart.  

LEBZA THE VILLAIN MAKES  
HISTORY, BEING FIRST YFM DJ TO 

MIX LIVE FROM BBC. 
 
 
LebzaTheVillain makes history, being first YFM DJ to mix live from 
BBC. 
House and Dance music DJ and producer LebzaTheVillain made his 
mark and history by being the first YFM DJ to mix a music set live on 
the popular youth station from the BBC Broadcasting House in Lon-
don on Friday the 10th of August 2018. 
Weekly, LebzaTheVillain provides mixes on YFM through the stations 
feature called #YTKO. Last week Friday’s #YTKO mix was particularly a 
special one as it was brought to fans and listeners live from London in 
real time. 
investment that it made.” 
The source said the singer had disagreements with her managers at 
the label and began handling her own bookings. 

FROM SOCIAL MEDIA TO 

TELEVISION . 
Innocent Matijane took to twitter this month to announce his big-
gest milestone to date, Landing a show on MTV Base. As luck 
would have it, these weren’t the only good news the popular con-
tent creator had in store for us. He was bursting with excitement 
to let us know of his academic progress as well by disclosing that 
he passed all of his subjects. We are very excited to see how far 
creating and developing your own content can go social media 
influencers and ecstatic for Innocent’s new MTV Show, “Ereng 
new MTV Show mo ngwaneng” ? 





EVENTS 

Johannesburg 23 July 2018 – 
 Thursday evening saw the Universal Music Group host a party in 
celebration of one of its most successful local imprints. 
Every time I hear the blazing hit single “Ziwa Murtu” by Vetkuk & 
Mahoota ft Kwesta, I am reminded of an electrifying night of leg-
ends that re-established the Iconic music giant Kalawa Jazmee.  
Kalawa Jazmee has been in the industry for 24 years and has al-
ways been among those at the front of the pack. Through the 
efforts and creations of such iconic acts as Brother of Peace, Pro-
fessor, Boom Shaka, Mafikizolo, Alaska, Bongo Maffin and Zonke, 
this label is at a point where it can look back with pride and still 
aim at the future. 
The food was good and the drinks were flowing all night long, 
even though we were deprived the privilege of ultimate drink se-
lection. 
 
I have to say AmaGrootman looked good as if they haven’t aged a 
bit since the days of Lebo Mathosa and Brenda Fassie.  
We were treated to an unforgettable night of endless music by 
the likes of Professor, Mpumi, Candy, Nokwazi, Jakarumba who 
clearly was enjoying himself and a few new acts on the colabo’s. 
The performances were enjoyable and kept us at our feet, not 
that chairs were available, wasn’t that kind of night anyway.  
AB Crazy, the label’s only rapper, took to the stage and provided 
his take on rap, and Candy also gave a fairly good performance. 
Strangely enough, both of these artists had songs that boasted 
Afro-beat type arrangements that might hint at the new direction 
Kalawa is looking at.  
The MC Stone Seate had already set the tone for the mood and 
kept the tempo in check, smoothly handling the proceedings for a 
blissful night. 
Oskido provided the room with a short history of the label and he 
seemed truly grateful for the years of support and assured every-
one that there would be more to come.  
 



kwaito veteran Spikiri, and motswako legends HHP and 
Tuks all took to the stage, making it the highlight of the 
evening. The single “Moriri wa Indian” was so good 
that the media requested an encore, it is good to see 
that the pioneer and the original super producer still 
got it. 
Blown away is an understatement (AB Crazy excluded 
of cause), hai bezikhipha Sbali.   



http://www.mediamaniax.co.za/


My name is Sizile Mahlangu also known as (Sizzle Manizzle). I was born on the 
23rd of March in 1995, I was born and raised in Bethal, Mpumalanga. I'm currently 
based in JHB. I work in the entertainment industry, I'm an actress, Video Vixen, Mc 
and I also run my own Modeling Agency named "Sizzles Movement". I also work 
behind the scenes as an Assistant Director with Shae who is one of the main music 
video directors at Ambitious Visuals. 
I’ve always loved the media industry from an early age, I used to participate in dra-
ma and dancing at church. It has always been my passion. 
I joined the media and entertainment industry around May in 2016 but I have done 

so many things in a short space of time. 
My inspiration has always been my late grandmother, when I think of every-
thing she did for me and my family, I always get inspired to keep up. 
I have worked with a lot of productions and artists in the industry, hosted a 
number of events in and out of JHB as an Mc. I’ve also been featured in over 

20 music videos with professional, popular artists, locally and international-
ly.  I have worked with local clothing brands such as Cava Clothing, 

Cereal and Cartoon (cnc), Fabglam. Lebo and Neo taught me so 
much about this industry, I have worked with them since I got to 

JHB, they have been showing love and supporting my hustle. 
I’ve also work closely with Monde Dube who plays a major 

role in the local music video scene.  
Being featured on The Queen was my biggest Highlight, I 

was featured on Isithembiso, Mina Nawe. And being 
featured on Maseko Ties as a nurse was an awesome 
experience because when I was younger I wanted to 

be a Nurse. 
If I could be anything in life, I would be the Mother of the 
Nation and open Huge orphanage initiatives to raise and 
rehabilitate abandoned and under Privileged kids. 
The very important person in my life is my daughter her 
name is Sibongumusa Thandolwenkosi Maseko, she is 
everything in my life. She’s the reason I never stop hus-
tling. She’s my daily motivation. 
l'm currently finding my way into property business, As I 
have already started building rooms for rental back home. 
Challenges I have come across. Being a model especial as a 
video vixen comes with lot of challenges as people are so 
quick to criticize and pass judgements because they don't 
understand the culture of music videos and often associate 
video vixens with strippers and prostitution. 
16. Social media handles. 
My personal Instagram acc @sizzle_manizzle 
My modeling  
Instagram acc @sizzles_movement 
Twitter @sizzle_manizzle 
Facebook: Sizzle Manizzle 



My name Moseki Olifant, some people call me Samuel, I am 
30years of age, from a small township east of Pretoria – 
Mamelodi.  I am a creditor’s supervisor at one of the Para-
statals, also studying Financial Accounting (Bcom) with 
UNISA.  I model every now and then when I have time.  Fit-
ness is part of my life, and I want to look my best physically 
all the time.   I have always been active in sport from prima-
ry school, I tried rugby once, it did not work out but I was 
constant with athletics until I completed matric and after 
that. Did I win my events hell yeah!   Took a few dance clas-
ses also just to be off the street- I wanted to keep myself 
busy, and all of that I paying off now. 
What made you choose this career?  
After I completed my grade 12, I started looking for work, 
the situation at home would not allow me go study. But in 
that period I decided to enrol for a certificate in Financial 
Management with unisa, I completed that then I completed 
my higher certificate in Economics and Management Sci-
ence with Unisa.  Got a job in creditors, and the company 
offered to pay for my studies and now I am working on 
completing my Qualification.  As if that’s not enough I am 
pushing my modelling career on the other hand. I have al-
ways loved it, but I was very shy, until I was encouraged by 
one of my friends to enter for a pageant in 2010. I won that 
day, I became Mr Record Mamelodi.  I had to compete with 
other region in Pretoria to get to the final, I made it all the 
way to the top 5 of the competition and that’s when I can 
say I was exposed to modelling.  I started worked with local 
designers modelling their clothes, and I fell in love with it.  I 
approached a number of agencies and the answer was no.  
One day as I was minding my own business at SAFW, a lady 
approaches me and asks if I am one of the models? Told her 
no, she said well you should be. She gave me a business 
card and said I must call her and that’s how I got singed to 
blaze models. 
What have you accomplished so far? 
From where I was, and where I came from, growing up in 
poverty. I would say I accomplished a lot. And I am happy 
with the choices that I made, and still making.   
If I were given the opportunity to be or do anything in life 
what would you do? 
I don’t think I would want to be anybody else but myself, 
this is my journey and I trust and have faith that it will take 
me to where I am supposed to be.  Everything I do today is 
done out of love, I enjoy standing in front of the camera 
and behind it.  
Is there anybody special? 
Hehehehe, No. I am single and don’t think that will change 
anytime soon.  
What is the most daring or trilling thing you have ever 
done? 
At the moment none, but I would love to jump out of a 
plane.  Skydiving. 

Where can people get hold of you? 
Intsgram  : o_moseki 
Facebook:  Moseki Olifant  
Email: Samuelm.olifant@gmail.com  

mailto:Samuelm.olifant@gmail.com






They are the originators of the distinctive sound that arouses and 
excites a curious ear, a sound popularly publicized by the likes of 
“Team Mosha”.  
2 Point 1 caught the attention of Prince Kaybee with their unor-
thodox and unfamiliar house music sound that has since dominat-
ed the Free state province and spread across Pretoria like forest 
fire. Their melody and keys are a cross between “Amapiano” and 
“Mamelody commercial House Music” sound, hence the relation 
and adoption by people from Pretoria.  
The Duo was formed in 2012 by both members after being in-
spired by well-known International Duos like Black Motion, Revo-
lution and Vatkuk v/s Mahoota. The group is made up of “Priga” 
Tankiso Prince Baloyi (Producer/Song Writer & DJ) born in 1992 
and raised in Welkom, and “Sheke” Moeketsi Victor Rathebe 
(Producer & DJ) born 1990 in Welkom. 
2 Point 1 is mostly popular for producing “Olga Please” by Moc-
chachino, a hit single that got international airtime. 
We caught up with the impressively humble duo and got to chat 
with them about their career. The future of South African house 
music is indeed in good and capable hands.  
 
Q. Let's start with you guys telling us who you are and which 
Kasi you come originally from. We are both born and bred in 
Welkom. Our kasi is vibey and very modest, it is laid back and 
therefore allows us to be more creative and work hard.  

Q. So how did your journey together began? We had a mutual 
friend, there was a girl that I went to school with that kept telling 
me about Tankiso. She'd constantly tell me about him and that 
he loves music and we should meet up and that's basically how 
we met. 
Q. As 2.1, What music do you guys make? We make commercial 
house music a dance music. 
Q. How did the 2.1 concept come about? It came natural with us 
as the name explains itself, (Two guys, Doing one thing.) 
Q. With so many artists and so many Dj's in the South African 
market, what is 2.1 bringing to the SA music scene? Our sound is 
distinctive and has a free state identity that we want to introduce 
to the world. It's different from what everyone has heard. 
Q. Is there currently a single or a project that you guys are push-
ing? We have recently released a single titled Docha, and an al-
bum is ready and on the way that consists of 12 songs and the 
music video for Docha is out. 
Q. What drives the members of 2.1? The love of music and how 
people love music because we love seeing people happy. 
Q. Anything else you'd like to say to people? Expect more from 
us, Expect a lot of videos, "Izinto ezi right" 
Q. Where do people get a hold of you? 
Facebook : 2point1music 
Twitter : @2point1music 
Email : 2point1music@gmail.com 





http://brikor.co.za/




During an interview with Kas’lam; Legendary Zakes bantiwini 
once stated that “who we are is what attracts others, it is what 
the world wants to see. That is why artists such as Drake fea-
tured Wizkid and Kendrick Lamar featured Saudi. It brings no 
value to copy what the rest are doing, what Africa has to offer is 
what makes us appealing”. He said.   
 
The premise to true greatness is authenticity. Success comes 
when one can truly become himself and embrace their unique-
ness. We are each uniquely gifted and are born different from 
one another, and that is our true individual power. 
Just like the likes of Sjava, Zakwe truly embodies this philosophy 
to its fullest extent, an artist that stands out. A true South Afri-
can Kasi rap pioneer that polished the very same way that was 
paved by legends such as Pro-kid and Skwata-Kamp.  
 
Since this is Kas’lam Magazine, first thing’s first, tell us where 
you are originally from and how it was like growing up there. I 
hail from Kwa-Mashu aka Snqawunqawu in KZN. A lot of people 
ask me what Snqawunqawu means or where it comes from, I 
guess now they’ll know. 
What does Snqawunqawu mean? It’s a slang name for Kwa-
Mashu dubbed for its controversial past that involved a lot of 
gun related violence, however for the rest of us, Kwa-Mashu 
raised us well and taught us valuable life lessons that we can 
write about today. 

You mentioned that Kwa-Mashu has a controversial past, so, how 
did you isolate yourself from all the commotion to become what 
you are today? Personally, I think it comes down to how parents 
raised us, my parents were very strict. They enforced education at 
home to an extent that wearing a blazer to school was compulso-
ry from home. They didn’t believe in me loitering around after 
school so that kept me away from the controversy, instead that 
taught me to pen down the observations and experiences I had in 
Kwa-Mashu more than anything. 
 
Would you say your music is based on your life story? Definitely, I 
usually tell people that I am not a Kasi rapper but a rapper from 
eKasi, I rap about a lot of different issues as far as concepts are 
concerned. 
 
Speaking of concepts and rapping, you just dropped Xebisa, what 
are you bringing with your new album? A lot of rappers don’t 
want to drop solid rap albums anymore so I made sure that I drop 
a body of work that’s authentic to rap hence the guest features 
from the likes of Mapaputsi, Stogie T, Tribal and a few Tsotsi-by-
nature artists to name a few. 
 
On the production side I worked with a lot of young up and com-
ing producers to give it a new refreshing sound although I main-
tained my authentic rap style. 



There’s a big debate in hip-hop about rap’s purity and how rappers are rapping less in their songs, how are you 
maintaining your true rap identity and keeping the content relevant? 
I think that has to do with how I was introduced to rap and because I am one of the few rappers that started rapping 
when rap was frowned upon in the mainstream. We started back in the battling and cipher days and that shaped me 
to become a better emcee. Even when I’m commercial, Underground rap enthusiasts can still relate because the con-
tent remains potent though the sound has a commercial appeal. 
 
You have a new home now, Universal music, Nasty C has a new home too which is the same stable as you and you 
both dropped your albums on the same day. Was that a marketing strategy? Chuckles … I’m signed to Mabala Noise 
which is signed to Universal music, So I had no idea Nasty C was dropping an album on the same day I released mine 
It’s interesting that you mentioned Mabala Noise as you are aware of the rumours that it died down, as in non-
existent … Care to explain what the truth is? The record label still exists, it just canned a certain number of artists 
and closed down offices to focus on other things. 
Going forward, what is Zakwe bringing to the industry? Real rap. People always say “When you keep it real, you 
keep it real broke” I want to change that mentality especially for people that believe in Rap and still see it as Rhythm 
and poetry. I bring to the table a change to the narrative, I want to prove that it’s possible to make it with real rap.  
 
You’re regarded as one of the best rappers in this country, to get to where you are today, what principles kept you 
going? There’s a motto I firmly believe in, “Don’t ever do what sells, sell what you do” You can listen to what’s hap-
pening but the most imperative thing is to remain yourself. 
 
Five quick questions 
What does a typical Zakwe day look like? In the morning I work out, then check what I can do like interviews and 
close of my day by going to check on my kids in Kwa-Mashu. 
 
When you get onto a new track, What’s your creative process like? Sometimes I start with the concept, then listen 
to the beat to navigate the producer to where I’d like to take this track to. 
Sometimes the producer sends me a beat and I conceptualize on the beat. Most of the time I draft down punchlines 
first, so when a track comes I know which punchline to use in a specific line  
. 



If you had to do a collaborative album with anyone in the world, 
who would it be?  

“Internationally Eminem, Locally it would have to be Prokid.” 

If you had an unlimited budget for the day, to buy a car of your dreams, which car would you purchase? I’m not 
really a big fan of cars, I’d get any car that speaks to me in that particular moment. 
 
When you get that paycheck at the end of the month, what’s the first thing do you usually spend it on? Family.  
 

Instagram: @Zakwesa 56.4K 
Facebook: Zakwe 114K 
Twitter: @ZakweSA 169K 





Winter is not everyone’s favourite time of the year. If you asked a few of your friends whether they prefer winter or summer, the 
chances are that most would choose summer. But while you can certainly have a heap of fun in the summer (the beach, vaca-
tions, the barbecues, the outdoor parties, the boat parties, etc), there is also a lot of fun to be had during the colder months. 
There is no reason why you and your man should spend most of the winter stuck indoors trying to keep warm until the spring 
arrives. Just because the temperature is down, it doesn’t mean you have to hibernate and not do anything fun for a few months. 
As it happens, there is a lot of great stuff you can do in the winter. Don’t believe me? Then let’s take a look at 10 fun winter activi-
ties for couples. 
 
Watch Holiday Movies 
The best thing about the winter is Christmas. And now is the perfect time to have a laugh with your partner while watching your 
favourite holiday movies. This is one of the most cosy fun winter activities for couples. Some of the classics include Home Alone, 
Jingle All The Way, How The Grinch Stole Christmas and…Okay, you’re not even there are you? You’re already watching Home 
Alone. 
Make Your Own Hot Chocolate 
Hot chocolate is the ultimate winter drink. An indulgent treat, it’s a taste of heaven on those cold nights spent cuddled up with 
your partner in front of a blazing fire. Drinking it with your man is romantic, but making it is just so much fun. You can use which-
ever type of chocolate you want, and top it off with some fat marshmallows. You can also use cream! Homemade hot chocolate 
is usually always better than the packet kind you can get from the store, but it might take you both a few attempts to get it right. 
In the meantime, you can have a good giggle. And a chocolate fight anyone? 
Go Volunteering 
Volunteering is both fun and thoughtful, and the two of you can make the hours fly by by cracking jokes and generally having a 
fab time. 
Go On A Winter Getaway 
Summer is for road trips, while winter is for log cabins. So one of fabulous fun winter activities for couples is to go on a winter 
gateway. If you’ve got a bit of cash lying around, why not book yourselves an Air BnB in the woods for some seasonal fun? Win-
ter getaways are both romantic and entertaining, especially if you go somewhere exciting. 
Have A Board Game Night 
Are board game nights out of fashion? They really shouldn’t be! If you don’t fancy heading outdoors because it’s just too cold 
(and we really can’t blame you), staying in with some board games is a lot more exciting than just sitting around bingeing on tele-
vision again. Go up to your attic and dust off some classic board games. Have a laugh as you play them, and raise the temperature 
by including a few forfeits and dares for whoever loses. 



 Attend Coffee tasting events 
Spend A Day At The Mall Especially during the build-up to Christmas, the mall is a special place. The tinsel is up, Santa is ho-ho-ho-
ing in his cute little grotto, and everyone (okay mostly everyone) is in good spirits. So in this atmosphere, why don’t you and your 
man put a day aside to spend in the mall? You can go shopping, dining, and maybe you could even ask Santa to get your something 
nice this year. C’mon, it’ll be hilarious when the big man tells your partner that he’s on the naughty list! 
Visit a private sauna for a stimulant moment of tranquil relaxation with your partner.  
Go Skiing 
Skiing is another one of fun winter activities for couples. If you can’t afford to go skiing this year, or if you don’t live close by to a 
ski resort, there is always the option of indoor skiing. Either way, skiing is a winter activity that HAS to be done. It’s exciting, heart-
stopping stuff and arguably the most fun you can have with your man right now. 
Have A Snowball Fight 
If you’ve watched a seasonal romance film, you’ll have noticed how snowball fights between a girl and a man can be incredibly 
romantic. You’re basically just fighting and rolling around in the snow, and any snowballs you do throw at your partner aren’t 
mean to hurt him – they’re meant to strike his heart with a fluffy ball of love. Okay, that was cheesy, BUT we are being serious 
here. If it’s been snowing, you and your man should head into the garden or a local park and act like a pair of kids again. A snow-
ball fight also gives you both a chance to bond, and you could pretend to be injured at one point so that your doting hero has to 
come and rescue you! 



Precious Mcjane Make up tips 
 
how eyebrows are done today is different from how they used to be 
done back in the day, I believe people should consider changing the 
way they draw their eyebrows because they attract so much atten-
tion especially when you have your makeup done. 
 
In the 90s people used black Pencil and they drew 1 tiny lines but 
now that's a thing of the past. I encourage people to use a brown 
pencil and refrain from drawing the infamous tiny line, and to halt 
shaving all their natural eyebrows because when you don't have 
your make-up on, that look on your face isn't a good look. We al-
ways hear comments from guys about how ugly we look without 
our make-up; it is because of this particular reason. 
 
"Eyebrows on fleek" might look difficult to draw but once you have 
everything you need and keep on practicing you will get it right, 
Eventually. 
 
Brown pencil, angle Brush, eyebrow brush and Concealer are the 
important things one need to have to design their "Eyebrows on 
fleek" Draw two lines horizontally, have your natural eyebrows in-
between then blend up and down using your eyebrow brush, then 
use your angle brush horizontally under your drawn eyebrows to 
even up, after doing all this blend your concealer properly using a 
wedge or Sponge but doing all of this alone, especially on your first 
time might be difficult, so I advise that you check out my Social me-
dia pages or contact me for Tutorials. Thank you. 

Doors for anyone who needs makeup Tutorials are 
now open. For more info contact me on: 
Phone 076690290 
Instagram: @Precious_mcjane 
Facebook at Precious Mcjane  
Email on precious.mcjane13@gmail.com  /  
precious@kaslam.co.za  

mailto:precious.mcjane13@gmail.com
mailto:precious@kaslam.co.za


TRUE LOVE 
NIGHT OF STYLE 
INASSOCIATION 
WITH MAZDA 
 
 
A  blissful night of fashion, style and exhibition 
sums it up.  
True love invited us to a beautiful evening 
which saw the likes of Glam Queen Khanyi 
Mbau, The Modiselle sisters, Priddy ugly, Moo-
zlie, Khanya Mkangisa and many other local 
stars.  
 
The media came in full force and was joined by 
a number of Social Media influencers.  
 
An exhibition of an implacable collections was 
the order of the night, Let’s just say summer 
will be lit in 2018.   
 
Incredible creativity was demonstrated by 
show casers and design giants such as Non 
Basic,  clothing lines such as Contempo, Mango 
and  a few elite fashion trend setters.  
 
A special performance by Award winning musi-
cian Lady Zamar sealed the show.  
However, the real star of the show was  Gert 
Johan Coetzee with his summer collection that 
stole all the attendee's attention.   



Fashion Editor: Mike “RuffCart” Dlamini 
Ruffcart contacts details 
Facebook: Ruffcart Family holding 
Tumblr: Ruffcarfamily.tumblr.com 
Twitter: @ruffcart 
Instagram: Ruffcart Family 
Cell: 0744659750 
        0658828093      



FIFI TOOK IT BACK 
 

From the first lady to boss lady, it’s now time for the release of the rapper 
and singer’s sophomore album: Fifi Cooper is back with a brand new album 

titled “Take Me Back”. This is one of the most anticipated albums of 2018 and 
is the first project from her record label, MoCooper Records. The Motswako 
rapper did not hold back at all this time with her breath-taking & versatile 
flows that are backed-up by melodic beats.  
The 21 track album includes singles like “Calling” Ft Moozlie and “Emoyeni” Ft 
Thabsie just to name but a few. The buzzing hit single “Zwagala”, which is the 
first featured single, is already creating a craze on the radio airwaves and is 
being touted as THE street anthem.  
When asked why the album was titled ‘’Take me back”, this is what she had to 
say: "I named it Take Me Back because in it, I am going back to my roots of 
Motswako. I did different things in the past because I was not in control of my 
creativity but now that I am my own boss, I will stick to what I know best."  

Prince Kaybee stays bringing the heat when it comes to his mu-
sic. The award winning was recently nominated as DJ of the Year 
at the DSTV Mzansi Viewers Choice Awards. He also dropped his 
latest single featuring Busiswa and TNS titled Banomoya. Prince 
Kaybee never goes wrong when it comes to pairing talent on a 
song. On Banomoya he matches Busiswa’s characteristic high 
energy performance on this song with the just as vibrant and 
bumpy baseline. TNS brings a soothing quality to the song with 
his vocals.  
The song resembles Club Controller in some instances in the pro-
gression and that creates a feeling of familiarity. There is some-
thing fresh about Banomoya though and it might be Busiswa’s 
unique vocal tone and style of delivering her lyrics. 

BIG STAR 
 JOHNSON  
 
A week after dropping his debut album Me & Mines as a pre-order release, 
BigStar Johnson, is sitting pretty at the coveted number #1 spot on the 
iTunes Pre-Order Bestsellers list. Ahead of the release of his forthcoming 
album Me & Mine and a new deal, Bigstar Johnson has opened up on the 
album. The rapper took a short break to refine his sound and has returned 
with a new single featuring Kwesta. BigStar took it easy and only invited few 
names on features, including; Rouge, Jay Claude, Zocci Coke Dope, Kaylo, 
The Dreamers and Kwesta. 



MOVIE OF THE MONTH  

The critics have already weighed in on “Mission: Impossible – 
Fallout,” with IndieWire’s David Ehrlich calling the sixth in-
stallment one of the “best action movies ever made,” and 
now Edgar Wright has taken to social media to share his own 
rave review. Wright is a master of the action genre himself 
thanks to “Baby Driver” and he singled out “Fallout” for pri-
oritizing practical effects over CGI. 
 
“As many film franchises blur into a big bland CGI soup, it’s 
thrilling to see one still putting an insane effort into thrilling 
practical stunts and incredible location work,” Wright said 
about the film. “So please be upstanding for ‘Mission Impossi-
ble: Fallout,’ truly making summer movies exciting again.” 
 
So begins a frantic global chase, a non-stop world tour that 
stretches from London to Kashmir, and was shot from Nor-
way to New Zealand. Along the way, Hunt encounters old 
friends like Ilsa Faust and Alan Hunley (Rebecca Ferguson and 
Alec Baldwin), familiar enemies like the snivelling troublemak-
er Solomon Lane (Sean Harris), and even a few new faces for 
good measure. One of them is a femme fatale weapons bro-
ker known as the White Widow (played to perfection by “The 
Crown” star Vanessa Kirby), and another is a CIA assassin 
named August Walker (a sublime Henry Cavill, whose much-
discussed moustache inflects his character with the mundane 
banality of middle-management). At this point, it should go 
without saying that everyone’s ulterior motive has an ulterior 
motive, and that Cruise is so good at running that — on a mo-
ment-by-moment basis — it doesn’t really matter who’s chas-
ing him. All that matters is that Ethan Hunt got himself into 
this mess, and now the rest of the world could suffer from 
the fallout(!) of his good intentions. 



TECH & GAMES 

Samsung Pay, the mobile payment from the world's largest 
smartphone maker, has launched in South Africa. 
Calling it the first such service in Africa, Samsung has partnered 
with two of South Africa's big banks, Absa and Standard Bank 
through MasterCard and Visa cards. 
The system took three years to set up, says Sung Yoon, presi-
dent and CEO of Samsung Electronics Africa, working with the 
banks and the regulatory body, the Payments Association of 
South Africa (Pasa). 
Because of the country's mobile-first nature, he says 
"acceptance of Samsung Pay at launch in South Africa is much 
better than 2015 in the US when it launched. People in South 
Africa understand the technology better today, too, than users 
in the US did three years ago." 
Samsung Pay uses Galaxy handsets from the world's largest 
smartphone maker to make payments using both MST and NFC 
technology – or tapping your phone on a point-of-sale terminal. 
Once the app has been installed and credit cards have been 
added, people can make a payment just by authenticating 
themselves in the app – using a Pin code, fingerprint or iris scan. 
The security is built on its "defence-grade Samsung Knox securi-
ty platform and biometric authentication" which it installs on its 
smartphones. 
Simple and intuitive 
With Samsung Pay and your eligible Visa card, paying is as easy 
as pulling out your phone. Simply launch the app, hold your 
phone near the payment terminal, and authorize with the touch 
of a finger.   
 
Best-in-class security 
Each transaction uses a unique digital identifier instead of your 
card number, so your card details are never shared. Fingerprint 
or PIN authorization means you control when each payment is 
made. 

Works virtually everywhere 
Samsung’s proprietary technology works with existing card 
readers so you can make purchases virtually everywhere you 
can swipe your Visa card. 
Only compatible with select cards and Samsung devices 
(Galaxy S7, Galaxy S7 edge, Galaxy S7 active, Galaxy S6, Galaxy 
S6 edge, Galaxy S6 edge+, Galaxy S6 active, Galaxy Note5). 
Samsung Pay lets customers pay using their smartphones in-
stead of their bank card by mimicking Magnetic Secure Trans-
mission and contactless cards. 
This allows users to make payments by tapping their 
smartphone against a card machine. 
 
The following devices are supported by the Samsung Pay early
-access programme: 
Galaxy Note 8 
Galaxy S9 and S9+ 
Galaxy S8 and S8+ 
Galaxy S7 and S7 Edge 
Galaxy A8 (2018) 
 
Samsung Pay will also be supported on the Galaxy A5 and A7 
(2017 and newer) in August 2018. 
 
Samsung is in talks with hardware makers to extend its mobile 
payment service to other phone brands, reports Gadgets 360. 
There are a couple of different ways this could work: Samsung 
might either convince companies to embed a Magnetic Secure 
Transmission (MST) chip in future handsets so they can mimic 
a card swipe, or sell them an after-market accessory to enable 
payments. That’s really Samsung Pay’s big draw over Android 
Pay, which works only over NFC. 

http://www.pasa.org.za/


Despite riding on a Porsche Panamera platform, the new Bent-
ley Continental GT was designed, engineered and handcrafted in 
Britain. This new architecture – some components are shared 
with the Porsche Panamera – was co-developed by Bentley 
from the beginning. The Crewe engineers got what they want-
ed, not what was available. 
New engine and chassis 
Powering the new Continental GT is an all-new version of the 
W12, which Bentley is famous for. It's still a 6.0-litre turbo-
charged motor, but this time a dual-clutch 8-speed transmission 
has been added. Interestingly, the unique W configuration 
means the engine is 24% shorter than an equivalent V12, which 
means it has better packaging and space, as well as helping with 
weight distribution. This big engine produces 467 kW and 900 
Nm of torque, and when you dial up the Sport Launch Mode, 
the 0-100 kph sprint is achievable in a claimed 3.7 seconds 
thanks to a new all-wheel drive system. If you want to try test its 
top-end speed, you'll find yourself comfortably sitting at over 
330 kph! 
 
Improved agility 

The engine is now 150mm further back (the old charmer was 
always nose-heavy). There’s four-wheel drive, as before, but the 
split is more rear-biased, improving handling and agility. We find 
four big air springs, which give astonishing suppleness. Bent-
ley’s clever 48V electronic anti-roll system boosts ride supple-
ness and helps give superb body control. It similar to the system 
used on the Bentayga, and is a key reason why that top-heavy 
SUV handles with extraordinary élan. 
 



http://www.airmauritius.com/


THIS MONTH WE TAKE AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT DRAKENSBERG  

D  R  E  A  M       L  O  C  A  T  I  O  N      O  F       T  H  E     M  O  N  T  H 

DRAKENSBERG  



The Drakensberg is the name given to the east-
ern portion of the Great Escarpment, which en-
closes the central Southern African plateau. The 
Great Escarpment reaches its greatest elevation 
in this region – 2,000 to 3,482 metres. 
 
The description is apt considering that the aver-
age height of this series of mountains is 2 900 
metres, with some of the highest mountain 
peaks in Southern Africa rising as high as 3 482 
metres. What makes it so popular, besides its 
sheer majesty, is its accessible plateau and the 
numerous passes and slopes that make for some 
of the best and most strenuous hiking in the 
province; possibly South Africa. 
 
The Drakensberg is not only about its famous 
mountain peaks - Giants Castle, Cathedral Peak, 
Mont-Aux-Sources - it is also graced with a num-
ber of lower peaks known as the foothills of the 
Drakensberg. The entire Drakensberg is riddled 
with incredible waterfalls, rock pools, mountain 
streams, caves, crisp mountain air, and special 
spaces that draw both visitors to South Africa 
and locals alike. 
 
Staying in the shadow of these mountains brings 
immediate breathing space and a chance to un-
wind. Aside from hiking - and there are innumer-
able hikes that range in skill and fitness require-
ments throughout the entire Drakensberg - there 
are also horse trails, canopy tours, white water 
rafting, abseiling, local arts and crafts or simply 
‘taking the air’ for those with little other than 
repose in mind.  



FOOD & WINE 

What is mogodu? In isiXhosa is referred to as “ulusu” and it has 
other names in other African languages. In plain English? Tripe. 
Yes, tripe. I prefer sheep and lamb tripe but ox tripe works too 
although it isn’t as soft and as finely textured as the other two. 
Before you frown and shake your head at the idea of tripe I’d 
have you know that tripe is eaten on every continent and by near-
ly every culture. Yes. Just like how goat meat is consumed by 70% 
of the world yet people seem to look down on it, the same thing 
happens with tripe. If you haven’t had it as a dish on its own then 
I would happily bet you that you’ve eaten it without realising it in 
your sausages, processed meat and burgers. 
Offal, sweet meats and cheap cuts of meat tend to need time and 
a little TLC to become transformed into delicacies. (certain sweet-
meats don’t need extended cooking though, so make sure you 
understand the differences in how to cook different parts). Tripe 
is one of those meats that need a lot of time to become awe-
some dishes. 
Growing up in South Africa you grow accustomed to animals be-
ing slaughtered for rituals and gatherings. So to us see internal 
organs of animals isn’t anything hectic . You’ll notice this is a reci-
pe for a relatively plain tripe. I’m a firm believer in starting with 
the simple stuff before moving into complex recipes. Once you’ve 
mastered this one then you can start playing around and adding 
tomato puree, curry powders, masala, potatoes and vegetables 
and a whole lot of other things. You can cook tripe in a pressure 
cooker, it will cook faster and make less smells (which in turn 
attract flies). Please search my blog for my beef stock recipe. If 
you don’t have beef stock then plain water will do. 

Ingredients  
1kg cleaned sheep tripe 
3 cups beef stock 
1 tablespoon salt 
1 onion, roughly chopped 
2 pieces Star Anise 
4 All Spice berries 
4 pods of Cardamom 
Ground black pepper 
1/2 teaspoon ground coriander 
1 sprig thyme, chopped 
1 sprig rosemary, chopped 
 
Method 
1. Rinse and ensure the tripe is clean and then cut it (using a sharp 
pair of kitchen scissors) into pieces. I prefer my pieces to be rela-
tively large, about the size of a spoon. 
2. Place all the ingredients into a pot. If the beef stock doesn’t 
cover the tripe completely, then add a little more until it’s cov-
ered. 
3. Bring the entire mixture to the boil, once boiling rapidly reduce 
the heat to low and allow the pot to simmer with a half open lid 
(or a lid with an air vent) for about 2 hours. Test the tripe, if it isn’t 
soft enough then let it simmer for a bit longer. 
4. Remove the lid completely and increase the heat a little to re-
duce the liquid in the pot to a thick sauce. Only season with salt 
towards the end of the cooking process. 
That’s it. Done. 



EVENTS 

SPRING FIESTA  
ANNOUNCES NEW 
FLOOR & FULL ARTIST 
LINE-UP 
 
The annual Spring Fiesta dubbed as Dance Cultures National Holi-
day returns for its 8th year on 6th October at its home ground of 
Wild Waters in Ekurhuleni. The event of the season keeps coming 
back bigger and better and this year promises just that. Not only 
have they announced the crème-of-local-hit makers as headliners 
but have also welcomed CHARLES WEBSTER as an international 
guest alongside LARS BEHRENROTH. Also expect some surprise 
guest act announcements over the next few months. 
 
An exciting change to the event is that the Hip-Hop Floor will 
now be called ‘IN THE TRAP’ and hosted by DA LES [Fresh 2 Def 
Productions]. Can someone say Lit-U-Ationnn!!?  
Festival Director, Ricardo da Costa says " We’re excited to bring 
you a production experience that is going to blow your mind. If you 
thought our 37m high butterfly was impressive... wait ‘til you see 
what we have planned for the real headliners...THE FANS"  
#SpringFiesta2018 HERE WE GO!  

INTERNATIONAL HEADLINERS  
Charles Webster, Lars Behrenroth. 
  
LINEUP 
2leeStark, 2PM Djs, Afrotainment Showcase - DJ Tira, Distruction 
Boyz, Tipcee, Dlaba, AKA, Babyface Dean, Benchmark, Bha vs Big  
Hash, Black Motion, Champagne69, Charles Webster, DA LES, Da 
Lootz , DJ Christos & Vinny Da Vinci, DJ Clock , DJ Ganyani Ft 
Nomcebo, DJ Lamiez Holworthy, Dj Lefenzo, DJ Maphorisa Ft Zin-
gah & Mlindo, DJ MC Dee, DJ Nel, DJ Sandiso, DJ Skeelo, Enosoul, 
Fargo, FKA Mash, Frank Casino, Goldenlock, Heavy K, J Molley, 
Jared, Kat Fab, Kgotso M, Khoi GP & Shorts, Kid Fonque, Kitchen 
Mess, Kuxx da Krux, Lady Sakhe, Lady Zamar, Lars Behrenroth, 
Lebza The Villan, Lemon & Herb, Lethu, LKG, Lulo Café, Major 
League DJz, MFR Souls, Mo Flava, Mohamed, Moonchild , 
Moozlie, Mr X, OkmalumkoolkaT, Onny, Pink Molly, Playgal, Prince 
Kaybee, Ralf Gum, Riky Rick, Rock Da Shades Dj’z, Shimza, SJ Da 
DJ, Speedsta, Stabito, Sun El Musician, Team Mosha & Pusha, The 
Rhythm Sessions, Twins on Decks, Una Rams, Uncle Partytime, 
Zanda Zakuza.     
      
TICKETING INFO: ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW 
Shout Out to all Fiesta Freaks who purchased their Early Bird tick-
ets.  
Phase 2 Tickets are now available @ Ticket-Pro Outlets [CNA, Ed-
gars, Jet] & on www.springfiesta.co.za  / 
www.soulcandi.nutickets.co.za / http://bit.ly/SFTP2018 

http://www.springfiesta.co.za
http://www.soulcandi.nutickets.co.za
https://bit.ly/SFTP2018


CASTINGS 

MTV SHUGA: DOWN SOUTH AUDITION COMING TO JOHANNES-
BURG AND DURBAN  
Award-winning educational drama series, MTV Shuga (which 
airs on MTV Base (DStv channel 322) invites all young aspiring 
South African actors to audition for the upcoming season of 
MTV Shuga: Down South.  
  
This year, thousands of young hopefuls will have the opportuni-
ty to audition in not just one, but two South African cities and 
MTV Shuga online platforms. The 2018 MTV Shuga public auditions 
will take place on Saturday, 21  August 20 18  at Zone 6 Venue in 
Johannesburg followed by auditions on Sunday, 26 August at Ol-
ive Convention Centre in Durban. Registrations opens at 08:30 
for auditions will close at 15:30 on the day, with no exceptions.  
  
Aspiring young actors who can’t audition in person at either 
venue and are also invited to audition for the show online. Digi-
tal auditions are currently open, and submissions will be accept-
ed until 23:59 on Saturday, 1 September 2018. The entry mecha-
nism for online auditions is simple and full instructions can be 
found on www.MTVShuga.com.  
  
Once the deadline for online auditions has expired, the produc-
tion teams will consider all submissions and contact successful 
entrants privately. The final cast for MTV Shuga: Down South 
will be announced in time for production to begin in the Spring 
2018 – building up to the new season in the first quarter of 2019. 
  
Judging auditions in both cities will be the Executive Director of 
the MTV Staying Alive Foundation and Executive Producer of MTV 
Shuga, Georgia Arnold, Vice President of Viacom International 
Media Networks (VIMN) Africa's BET, Youth & Music Monde Twala 
and Quizzical Productions’ casting director, Bonnie Bouman.  
  

 On the day, fans will be joined by some of their favourite char-
acters from the first edition of MTV Shuga: Down South. Ayan-
da Makayi (Sol), Lerato Walaza (Zamo), Stephanie Sandows 
(Tsholo) and Given Stuurman (Reggie) will all be attending the 
live public auditions in Johannesburg. Samke Makhoba 
(Khensani), who landed a starring role following the 2016 pub-
lic auditions, will be joining the Durban leg. 
  
MTV Shuga’s Pan-African journey is entering its 7th season and 
has seen the show set in Kenya (Seasons 1-2), Nigeria (Seasons 
3, 4, 6) and now returns to South Africa following a dramatic 
fifth season in 2017 that took fans on an emotional rollercoast-
er.  
Audition venue details are: 
  
Joburg:  
Time: 8:30-18:00 
Venue: Zone 6, The Venue, 28 Blackchain Shopping Centre, So-
weto 
  
Durban: 
Time: 8:30-18:00 
Venue: Olive Convention Centre, 81 Sometseu Road, North 
Beach, Durban 
  
MTV Shuga will continue to broadcast on MTV Base (DStv channel 
322) and distributed across Viacom platforms globally, including 
FTA partners.  
 
For more information on MTV Shuga auditions, vis-
it www.MTVShuga.com  

http://www.kwamzala.co.za/
http://www.mtvshuga.com
http://www.mtvshuga.com


http://www.kwamzala.co.za/


The coolest couple on Social Media  
right now just got engaged in the most 
romantic way possible  ..  which had  
Social Media buzzing.  
 

We would like to  
congratulate Zinhle and Kabi 
on their engagement.  




